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What does the future of insurance look like
How to turn innovation with insurtechs into top line and bottom line impact
East meets West

.

DIA Conference Themes

Marco Keim,
Executive board member of AEGON,

Olivier Guillaumond,
Global Head of Fintechs at ING Bank.

Monika Schulze,
Global head of Customer Experience and Digital Strategy at 
Zurich Insurance Group.

Zaheer Alli
Global Head of Business Development at Discovery,
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.
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MACHINEGEBOUWWESTERGASTHEATERZUIVERINGSHAL WEST 
09.30 – 10.30 
Registration and Welcome Coffee

10.30 – 11.00
AEGON
Marco Keim, executive board member of AEGON, will share 
his vision in a keynote address.

Marco Keim, Member Management Board at AEGON

11.15 – 11.45 
ING BANK 
When it comes to scaling new innovations there’s just so 
much we can learn from banking. Think of the rapid adoption 
of mobile payments. Olivier Guillaumond, global head of 
fintechs at ING Bank reveils the success factors.

Olivier Guillaumond, Global Head of Fintechs at ING Bank 

12.45 – 13.15 
ALLIANZ, WRISK, MUNICH RE, BMW GROUP & RAC
Standing on the shoulders of giants – how incumbents, 
corporates and an insurtech are working together to innovate 
products for customers in this rapidly changing environment.

Stephan Ruby, Chief Sales Officer at Allianz Automotive, 
Niall Barton, Co-Founder and CEO, and Darius Kumana, 
Co-Founder and CPO at Wrisk, 
Yannis Korgialos, Commercial Director Europe at Munich RE, 
Niklas Schimanski, Retail Insurance Business EMEA at BMW 
Group Financial Services and Mark Godfrey, Managing 
Director Insurance and Financial Services at RAC

13.15 – 14.15 
Lunch

11.15 – 11.45 
LÄHITAPOLIA & GROHE 
Stop insuring – Start ensuring! Best Practices behind 
the innovative business model and the large-scale roll-
out of GROHE’s connected water security solution, 
reducing water damage claims.

Pasi Korhonen, Business Development Manager at 
LähiTapiola and Claus Kurt Nielsen, International 
Business Development Manager and Digital 
Innovations at Grohe

12.00 – 12.30
UIPATH 
The Future for Insurance - AI, RPA, Blockchain and the 
new technology ecosystem. What are the proven use-
cases?

Maria Mihes, Automation Technology Manager 
at UiPath

13.15 – 14.15
Lunch

12.45 – 13.15
DEUTSCHE FAMILIENVERSICHERUNG
The first European Insurtech IPO: The road from 
Insurtech to scale-up, through digitalization.

Stefan Knoll, CEO at Deutsche Familienversicherung

12.00 – 12.30
AVIVA & OCTO TELEMATICS 
Insurance transformation empathised by IoT, AI and hybrid 
architectures, Motor Claims boosted by Iot for Insurance.

Vittorio Giusti, Claims Director at Aviva, Gianfranco Giannella, 
General Manager/COO, and Gionata Tedeschi, Chief Product 
Portfolio & Strategic Initiatives Officier at Octo Telematics  

09.30 – 10.30 
Brought your coat or suitcase? Find the cloakroom here!

10.30 – 11.00 

11.15 – 11.45 
ONEGINI
The future of customer onboarding. Onegini will show how 
onboarding of a customer can be completed in less than one 
minute.

Denis Joannides, Founder and CSO and 
Mathijs Brand, Product Manager at Onegini

12.45 – 13.15 
SLICE
How to become digital insurers and use data for 
personalization, experimentation, simulations, predictions, 
risk modeling, and product recommendations in insurance. 
The importance of carrier / insurtech partnerships.

Thomas Ollivier, responsible for Development & Partnerships 
at MAIF and Philippe Lafreniere, Chief Growth Officer at Slice

13.15 – 14.15 
Lunch

12.00 – 12.30
MSG LIFE
Customer-Centric Automated Sales Processes powered by 
AI. How to support future insurance distribution channels 
with a modern IT architecture.

Erik Somssich, Manager and Mandy Singh, Manager 
at msg life
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.

A’DAM FLAVOURS

13.15 – 14.15

LEAKBOT
Risk-takers reap rewards – A proven mass 
market model for IoT Insurtech.

LeakBot Lunch with CEO Craig Foster & 
Commercial Director Scott Henry



15.45 – 16.15
SAVIA (MAPFRE GROUP) & MEDIKTOR 
The Future of Health. Mediktor & Savia Salud case study: how 
AI helps insurers to create new business models.

Pedro Diaz, CEO at Savia, Josep Carbó, Global BD Director 
and Cristian Pascual, CEO & Co-founder of Mediktor

16.30 – 17.00
MUNICH RE & PLUG AND PLAY 
How to build a sustainable corporate culture and structure 
that enhances innovation. The challenges, solutions and 
success factors.

Tom van den Brulle, Global Head of Innovation at Munich Re 
and Ali Safavi, Global Head of Insurtech at Plug and Play 

15.00 – 15.30
ZURICH INSURANCE GROUP & MEDALLIA
Customer-centric leadership: The key to long-term 
relationships and profitable growth.

Monika Schulze, Global head of Customer Experience and 
Digital Strategy at Zurich Insurance Group and Alex Glanz, 
Principal at Medallia

15.45 – 16.15
DATAROBOT
Optimizing insurance broker distribution networks to 
improve carrier profitability, risk and market 
penetration.

Neal Silbert, General Manager Insurance at DataRobot.

16.30 – 17.45
LIBERTY MUTUAL & INTELLECT SEEC 
A practitioner guide to Commercial Underwriting 
transformation with AI and Big Data. Use cases on 
how to achieve significant underwriting results. 

Kelly McLaughlin, VP Product and UW Strategy 
at Liberty Mutual and Pranav Pasricha CEO 
at Intellect SEEC

15.00 – 15.30
DIGITAL INSURANCE GROUP 
DIG suites accelerator of innovation. Building a new 
insurance proposition in 30 minutes (you as an 
audience determine the proposition components). 

Roeland Werring, CTO & Co-founder, Ingo Weber, Co-
Founder and CEO and Irene van den Brink, CCO at 
Digital Insurance Group

14.15 – 14.45 
LEMONADE
Lemonade has arrived in Europe! CEO Daniel Schreiber will 
share his vision and perhaps some of his plans.

Daniel Schreiber, Co-Founder and CEO at Lemonade

17.15 – 17.45
CYBERPORT & COVERGO 
Cyberport and CoverGo, will present how they became the 
main force in developing the digital tech industry in Hong 
Kong.

Eric Chan, Chief Public Mission Officer at Cyberport and
Tomas Holub, Founder & CEO at CoverGo

17.45 – 19.30 
Network and Drinks 

15.45 – 16.15
TRUEMOTION 
How to power the entire motor insurance customer lifecycle 
and improve customer lifetime value, with smartphone 
driving data.

David Morse, Chief Customer Officer at TrueMotion

16.30 – 17.00
CAMBRIDGE MOBILE TELEMATICS 
This session focuses on 1. How AI can improve distraction 
and claims handling. 2. What do customer demand of 
connected insurance, and how to reduce LAE?

Mohsin Rashid, Director of Corporate & Strategic
Development at Cambridge Mobile Telematics

15.00 – 15.30
DISCOVERY 
Many motor insurers have introduced telematics programs 
but for a variety of reasons, these have met with limited 
commercial success. Discovery Insure from South Africa is a 
notable exception. Zaheer Alli, global head of business 
development, will share why.

Zaheer Alli, Global Head of Business Development
at Discovery 

17.15 – 17.45
RENAISSANCE RE, INSURTECH GATEWAY, HUMN.AI & 
DIGITAL ASSET SERVICES
Bonkers or Brilliant? Learn from the front-line experiences 
and insights from start-up founders who have successfully 
launched their ideas in record time, and the team who helped 
them get there.

Karl Stanley, Technology Ventures at Renaissance Re, 
Stephen Brittain, Co-Founder of InsurTech Gateway, 
Peter Bousquet COO at Humn.ai and 
David Janczewski, Co-Founder of Digital Asset Services 

A’DAM FLAVOURS
10.30 – 13.15 // 14.15 – 17.45

MUTUAL BENEFITS
30 minute one-to-one speed dates

Danny den Hollander, 
Partner of Mutual Benefits 
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AVIVA & OCTO TELEMATICS

Insurance transformation empathised by 
IoT, AI and hybrid architectures 
Learn what AI can do for settle claims and reduce frauds 
and how the ecosystem can bypass the “usual” lack of 
internal IT resources. An interactive session with 
Gianfranco Giannella (General Manager/COO), Gionata
Tedeschi (Chief Product Portfolio & Strategic Initiatives 
office) of Octo Telematics and Aviva Italy´s Claims Director 
Vittorio Giusti.
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AEGON
Marco Keim, executive board member of AEGON, will 
share his vision in a keynote address 

#FutureofInsurance
#ScalingInsurtechformoreImpact

ALLIANZ, MUNICH RE, 
WRISK, BMW & RAC

Standing on the shoulders of giants 
Wrisk takes the stage with Allianz Automotive, BMW, RAC 
and Munich RE to demonstrate how incumbents, 
corporates and an insurtech are working together to 
innovate products for customers in this rapidly changing 
environment.

#FutureofMobility
#ScalingInsurtechformoreImpact

MAIF & SLICE

Balancing innovation and business as 
usual
A fireside chat between Philippe Lafreniere of technology 
startup, Slice, and Thomas Ollivier of MAIF. They will take 
a lens to the speakers’ perspectives, distinguishing 
between hype and real changes. Learn more about the 
importance of carrier/insurtech partnerships, covering 
things like new business models, the use of data for 
personalization, experimentation, simulations, predictions, 
risk modeling, and product recommendations in 
insurance.

#ScalingInsurtechformoreImpact

ING BANK
When it comes to scaling new innovations there’s just so 
much we can learn from banking. Think of the rapid 
adoption of mobile payments. Olivier Guillaumond, global 
head of fintechs at ING Bank reveals his success factors. 

#ScalingInsurtechformoreImpact

ONEGINI

The future of customer onboarding
Onegini will show how onboarding of a customer can be 
completed in less than one minute. Using a customer 
case approach, you’ll:
•See a optimal balance between security and customer 

convenience within customer onboarding to boost usage
•Learn how to leverage intermediaries in a compliant way 

to enhance customer engagement via (in)direct 
distribution models
•Experience how to set up new product labels, to interact 

digitally, in 4 weeks

#FutureofCustomerOnboarding

LÄHITAPIOLA & GROHE

Stop insuring – start ensuring!
Together on stage, GROHE & Finnish insurer Lähitapiola
share their insights & best practices behind the innovative 
business model and the first large-scale roll-out for 
GROHE’s connected water security solution, with the aim 
to reduce claims costs for water damage & to improve 
customer experience.

#FutureofHomeInsurance
#ScalingInsurtechformoreImpact

WELCOME TO DIA
Registration and Welcome Coffee – How to better start 
this brand new DIA day than with a good cup of coffee 
while meeting fellow attendees from all over the globe! 

#DIAAMS
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DEUTSCHE FAMILIEN-
VERSICHERUNG

From Insurtech to scale-up 
Deutsche Familienversicherung will share their insights in 
the future of insurance. Find out what makes DFV a 
leader in the insurance industry and learn more about: 
• the first Insurtech IPO in Europe, how an IPO for an 

Insurtech works and what were the biggest challenges 
• to scale up growth from 55k new customers (net)  in 

2018  to 100 k new customers (net) in 2019 
• the use of AI in claim settlement

#ScalingInsurtechformoreImpact

UIPATH

The Future for Insurance - AI, RPA and 
the new technology ecosystem 
In this session you’ll learn more about automation’s 
possibilities, and how it will expand your business. UiPath
will thoroughly analyze the technological direction of the 
insurance industry, together with its twists and turns, and 
reveal how you can leverage the union between RPA and 
new technologies, such as Machine Learning, Blockchain 
and AI. They will showcase proven use-cases and our 
vision for the future of insurance. 

#FutureofInsurance

WORK&MEET @ KETELHUIS
For those who can’t miss the office for three days we’ve created our special Work&Meet Areas that you 
can access during all three days of DIA Amsterdam. The Work&Meet Area for day 1 is located at the
Ketelhuis and accessible all day. 

DIA BINGE WATCHING @ KETELHUIS
You can also enjoy Show&Tell videos of previous DIA editions at the Ketelhuis. Just sit back while 
watching the show on super big screens! 

LEAKBOT

Risk-takers reap rewards – A proven 
mass market model for IoT Insurtech 
The time for talks and trials of IoT insurtech is over. 
Leakbot’s Insurance partners who are pushing ahead with 
IoT are already reaping the benefits, making significant 
savings in claims. Join them to find out how LeakBot is 
digitising risk and helping our partners get ahead of the 
competition.

#ScalingInsurtechformoreImpact

MUTUAL BENEFITS

30 minute speed dates
The growth advisors from Mutual Benefits will run a 
series of 30 minute speed dates for insurtechs on 
international expansion and business development –
basically how to scale insurtech. 

#ScalingInsurtechformoreImpact

MSG LIFE

Customer-centric automated sales 
processes powered by AI 
How are future insurance distribution channels supported 
with a modern IT architecture? Join msg life to learn 
more about their omnichannel customer journey. They 
will showcase an example of how to close the gap 
between digitized distribution models, meet customer 
expectations and generate significant new growth 
opportunities.

#FutureofInsurance
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MUNICH RE & 
PLUG AND PLAY

Building up corporate culture and 
structure that supports innovation 
At their core, successful businesses have adopted a 
mentality and approach to innovation that has helped 
them stay in the game. They will discuss challenges, the 
attempted solutions, and how the failures and successes 
they have seen can help you build a culture of innovation 
that is sustainable.

#scalinginsurtechformoreimpact

CYBERPORT & COVERGO
Cyberport, wholly owned by the Hong Kong SAR 
Government, is an innovative digital community with over 
1000 digital tech companies. Together with CoverGo, one 
of the insurtechs coming from Cyberport´s ecosystem, 
they will present how they became the main force in 
developing the digital tech industry in Hong Kong.

#EastmeetsWest

DISCOVERY INSURE
Many motor insurers have introduced telematics 
programs but for a variety of reasons, these have met with 
limited commercial success. Discovery Insure from South 
Africa is a notable exception. Zaheer Alli, global head of 
business development, will share why. 

#ScalingInsurtechformoreImpact

LEMONADE
Lemonade is coming to Europe! CEO Daniel Schreiber will 
share his vision and perhaps some of his plans 

#futureofinsurance

ZURICH & MEDALLIA

Customer-centric leadership: The key to 
long-term relationships and profitable 
growth 
Medallia’s Alex Glanz and Monika Schulze, Global Head of 
Customer and Digital Experience at Zurich, will together 
share their vision on the future of customer experience in 
insurance and the success factors to create long-term 
relationships and profitable growth 

#FutureofCustomerExperience
#ScalingInsurtechformoreImpact

SAVIA (MAPFRE GROUP) & 
MEDIKTOR

Mediktor & Savia Salud case study: how 
AI help insurers create new business 
models. 
MAPFRE Group launched Savia, the ‘Spotify of health’, a 
digital health services platform, leveraging the proven AI 
solutions of Mediktor. Their combined assets are almost a 
guarantee to fast adoption.

#FutureofInsurance
#ScalingInsurtechformoreImpact
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DIGITAL INSURANCE 
GROUP

DIG suites accelerator of innovation: 
building a new insurance proposition in 
30 minutes 
DIG enables insurers to leap forward and innovate at 
record speed. When is this for you?
• If you are aiming to innovate even if you have legacy
• If you are trying to attract new target groups that go 

digital 
• If your aim is to increase customer engagement and 

loyalty
• If you are one of the players reviving bancassurance
•Better sooner than later 

#ScalingInsurtechformoreImpact

DATAROBOT

Optimizing insurance broker distribution 
networks to improve carrier profitability, 
risk and market penetration 
Learn how AI can be used to help manage and improve 
your insurance distribution network.  With thousands of 
brokers, choices must be made which to prioritize -
DataRobot can help! You can now rapidly develop AI 
models to predict the quality of your current book of 
business with each broker, the health of your relationship 
and the possibility of improving it 

#ScalingInsurtechformoreImpact

LIBERTY MUTUAL & 
INTELLECT SEEC

A practitioner guide to Commercial 
Underwriting transformation with AI and 
Big Data
Learn how to build AI based systems around a legacy 
technology and data environment and what different paths 
look like to start your journey that Will help you choose 
partners, test underwriting results in a low risk 
environment and then scale across the enterprise.

#FutureofInsurance

TRUEMOTION

Smartphone driving data and the 
insurance customer lifecycle
Driving data can power the entire motor insurance 
customer lifecycle. It helps find and attract the best 
drivers. It enables more accurate risk segmentation. It 
accelerates claims, reduces fraud, and enhances the 
claims experience. It boosts customer retention and 
engagement. Ultimately, it improves the lifetime value of 
motor insurance customers 

#FutureofCustomerExperience
#ScalingInsurtechformoreImpact

CAMBRIDGE MOBILE 
TELEMATICS

How can AI improve distraction and 
claims handling
European insurers keep talking about the “Nokia moment” 
and how they need to prepare for disruption. This session 
focuses on 2 areas where insurance can evolve by 
responding to customer demand and reducing LAE 
•Survey results: What do customer want? 
•How to react to the distraction epidemic - a case study
•What is the insurer’s role in case of crash 
•How AI is now helping with claims management 

#FutureofTelematics

RENAISSANCE RE, 
INSURTECH GATEWAY, 
HUMN.AI & 
DIGITAL ASSET SERVICES 

Bonkers or brilliant?
London-based incubator + fund, InsurTech Gateway, have 
been hacking the collaborative model between Founder and 
Insurer to create a fast-track, authorised launch capability for 
InsurTechs and a Venture Capital fund. Come and hear the 
front-line experiences and insights from start-up founders who 
have successfully launched their ideas in record time. 

#ScalingInsurtechformoreImpact



Koichi Narasaki,
Executive Vice President and Group Chief Digital Officer
at SOMPO Group.

Samer Al Moubayed,
Co-founder and CEO at Furhat Robotics.

Daisuke Iwase,
Group Chief Digital Officer
and member of the executive committee at AIA Group

Eugene Borukhovich,
Global Head, G4A Digital Health at Bayer.

Join the largest.
Insurtech party of Europe at Jimmy Woo.

DAY 
2/3

26/27
JUNE
2019

An electric line up of 50+ 
best of breed insurtechs and 

6 thought provoking 
keynotes

.



D I A  S T A G E D I A  L O U N G E

08.00 – 09.00
Registration, welcome coffee and breakfast

09.20 – 10.45

10.45 – 11.15
Networking Break 

KEYNOTE: Jörg Mußhoff, Senior Partner and 
Simon Kaesler, Partner at McKinsey & Company 

11.35 – 12.45
SHOW & TELL SESSION 2

12.45 – 13.45
Networking Break and lunch  

13.45 – 14.05
KEYNOTE: Daisuke Iwase, Group Chief Digital Officer and 

Member Executive Committee, AIA Group

14.05 – 15.15
SHOW & TELL SESSION 3

15.15 – 15.45
Networking Break 

15.45 – 16.45
SHOW & TELL SESSION 4

16.50 – 17.10
KEYNOTE: Samer Al Moubayed, 

Co-Founder & CEO of Furhat Robotics

17.10 – 17.15
Closing

17.15 – 19.15
Networking and open bar

Salesforce/Vlocity – tech11 – Humn.ai – Tieto 
ClaimGenius – Coverholder – Vayyar

SHOW & TELL SESSION 1
Codafication – CyberCube– Cytora

Moonshot Internet – iptiQ – ExB Labs – Neurocern

Neener Analytics – sum.cumo – Digital Asset Services –
Elma – Oodit – ClarionDoor – twingz

Servify - iúnigo - Infermedica
FaktorZehn - Harmoney- Appian – MDGo

09.00 – 09.20

22.00 – 01.00
DIA Party @ Jimmy Woo | Largest Insurtech party Europe 
Admission only by showing your DIA badge
Korte Leidsedwarsstraat 18, 1017 RC Amsterdam 
https://www.jimmywoo.com

11.15 – 11.35

Welcome address by Roger Peverelli, Co-Founder of DIA

D I A  S T A G E D I A  L O U N G E

08.00 – 09.00
Breakfast

09.00 – 09.15
ON STAGE INTERVIEW: Max Reckers, 

Performance Technology expert at AFC Ajax

09.15 – 09.35

11.30 – 11.50
KEYNOTE: Eugene Borukhovich, Global Head, Digital Health 

Incubation and Innovation at Bayer

13.15 – 14.15
Networking Break and lunch  

14.15 – 14.25

14.25 – 15.40

DOMCURA – CoverGo – bsurance
PharmAccess/CarePay – Everis – La Parisienne Assurances  

16.00
Closing

16.30
DIAmond AWARD CEREMONY

16.00 – 18.00
Networking, tapas and open bar

11.00 – 11.30
Networking Break 

11.50– 13.15
SHOW & TELL SESSION 6

KEYNOTE: Kalai Natarajan, Head of Ecosystems at 
Prudential Singapore

BreathBase –Ushur – Aventus – Akur8 
TechSee – SDA - LeakBot – Sollers – Aktivolabs

KEYNOTE: Tey El-Rjula, Co-founder & CEO Tykn

09.35 – 11.00
SHOW & TELL SESSION 5

Tractable– INSHUR –Boost.ai – mitipi – Gerald 
EIS Group – omni:us – RGI – Kryon

SHOW & TELL SESSION 7

DAY 
2

DAY 
3

15.40 – 16.00
KEYNOTE: Koichi Narasaki, Executive Vice President and 

Group Chief Digital Officer at SOMPO Group 

16.00 – 18.00
Networking, tapas and open bar
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MOONSHOT INTERNET
France - Develops usage-based 
insurance products and services 
dedicated to Ecommerce

LA PARISIENNE 
ASSURANCES
France - Blockchain based white-
label B2B2C full digital platform 
with innovative products aimed at 
the GIG economy and e-tailers

LEAKBOT
UK - Connected home leak 
detection device & servicing for 
risk management and claims 
mitigation

MDGO
Israel - Connects automotive, 
healthcare and insurance, by 
combining vehicle damage 
estimation and injuries prediction, 
to decrease fraud and claim 
leakage

TECH11 & EKKORE
Germany - Core insurance platform 
for fully automated digital end2end 
P&C businesses

SOLLERS
Poland - Next generation digital 
platform for insurance and 
finance, enabling unique 
personalized offers

CLAIM GENIUS
USA - Full service AI claims 
solution, increasing efficiency and 
reducing claims costs

EXB LABS
Germany - Cognitive Workbench: 
a modular, state-of-the-art, 
trainable, ready-to-use AI 
construction kit, to accelerate 
innovation and save costs

TRACTABLE
UK - develops proprietary AI 
algorithms that learn and perform 
visual expert tasks to automate 
damage appraisal 

AVENTUS
UK - Enables businesses to create a 
seamless buying experience for 
any insurance line, in any digital 
environment, at startup speed

AJAX
Max Reckers, responsible at Ajax 
for their performance analysis, will 
explain how the phenomenon of 
Big Data has expanded enormously 
in top sport and how it has 
contributed to Ajax´s unexpected 
success

MITIPI & SMILE
Switzerland - Increases home 
safety and improving customer 
engagement by combining smart 
home technology & insurance

NEENER ANALYTICS
USA - Automated financial risk 
decisioning; empowers insurers to 
‘know’ their customer in just 1-
click, to increase conversion and 
revenues

NEUROCERN
USA - De-Risking Dementia: 
transforms the way cognitive 
claims are evaluated and 
managed using predictive 
analytics and AI

SUM.CUMO & DEXTRA
Germany - Open source insurance 
platform enabling new disruptive 
digital insurance business models

EIS GROUP
USA - Integrates AI and Machine 
Learning with CRM to increase 
customer retention for insurers

BOOST.AI
Norway - Transforms customer 
relationships with digital advisors 
and conversational AI

TECH.SEE
Israel - Visual customer 
engagement powered by AI and 
AR

IPTIQ
Switzerland - Provides bespoke 
end-to-end insurance solutions 
with a seamless customer 
journey

INSHUR
USA - 100% digital MGA providing 
commercial auto insurance for 
professional drivers

COVERHOLDER
Italy & UK - "Augmented 
Underwriting" platform, strongly 
reducing underwriting time for 
bespoke insurance and making 
life easier for intermediary

CYBERCUBE
USA - Software as a service 
platform for cyber risk 
aggregation modeling and 
insurance underwriting

PHARMACCESS & 
CAREPAY
Africa – PharmAccess and their 
partner CarePay will 
demonstrate Africa’s first digital 
platform for inclusive healthcare

OODIT
The Netherlands – Platform for risk 
and inspection management; 
decreases costs by digitalizing 
inspection, taxation and 
assessment processes

ELMA
Spain - Digital-first health 
insurance aimed at lowering care 
expenses and improving 
healthcare outcomes
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Samer Al Moubayed, Co-founder & 
CEO at Furhat Robotics
Sweden

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Koichi Narasaki, Executive Vice 
President and Group Chief Digital 
Officer at SOMPO Group 
Japan

BSURANCE
Austria - IoT embedded solution 
offers an unique combination of 
health- travel-, and parametric 
insurance

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Jörg Mußhoff, Senior Partner and 
Simon Kaesler, Partner at 
McKinsey & Company
Germany

SALESFORCE & 
VLOCITY



OMNI:US
Germany - AI to make insurers 
more data driven and claims 
processes faster and more 
efficient

VAYYAR
Israel - Provides valuable insights 
into the health of elderly persons, 
reducing costs of emergency 
medical services and long-term 
hospitalization

CODAFICATION
Australia - Empowers insurers by 
augmenting existing 
infrastructure and allows mobile 
first, omni-channel experiences

DOMCURA
Germany - Provides the basis for a 
new insurance travel-platform 
with a blockchain based digital 
luggage insurance

FAKTORZEHN
Germany - Fully automated digital 
core solutions enabling faster 
implementation of complex 
Insurance and pension products

CLARIONDOOR
USA - Supports insurers to 
accelerate and manage the digital 
distribution of products and 
services to their customers

IÚNIGO
Argentina - Delivers a superb 
customer experience with an 
ecosystem of accident prevention 
and car maintenance services

SERVIFY
India - A seamless aftersales 
service platform that integrates 
multiple ecosystem partners

INFERMEDICA
Poland - AI-powered platform 
which makes it easier to pre-
diagnose, triage, and connect 
patients with the appropriate 
medical services

APPIAN
USA - Accelerates digital 
transformation with an 
enterprise low-code platform and 
the power of Intelligent 
Automation

HARMONEY
Belgium - Manages the complete 
onboarding and compliance 
workflow for insurers and their 
brokers or agents

DIGITAL ASSET 
SERVICES
UK - Offers Insurance for crypto 
currency held in online 
environments

GERALD
USA - Unlocks and transforms 
insurers' payments data into 
actionable insights

USHUR
USA - Automation platform that 
harnesses AI and ML to accelerate 
customer engagement and drive 
big business wins

TWINGZ
Austria - AI-based Predictive 
Analytics platform enabling 
insurers to mitigate their risks of 
damages, caused by water 
leakage

SDA SE
Germany - Digital service platform 
enabling insurers to create 
ecosystems of partners and other 
external service providers

EVERIS
Spain - Conversational Insurance 
Platform for insurers, enabling 
voice and text omnichannel 
digital interaction with their 
stakeholders

HUMN.AI
UK - the blockchain-based 
solution Rideshur, provides a 
variable insurance pricing 
solution for commercial fleets

AKTIVOLABS
Singapore - empowers life and 
health insurers with compelling 
product design and by improving 
the ease of user onboarding

AKUR8
France - created an insurance 
pricing tool powered by ML 
techniques and eXplainable
Artificial Intelligence (XAI)

DIAmond Award 
Ceremony and drinks 

BREATHBASE
The Netherlands/Romania -
Cloud-based breath analysis 
solution for rapid and efficient 
diagnosis of different types of 
disease, empowering 
personalized medicine DIA AFTER PARTY

@ JIMMY WOO .
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An electric line up of 50+ 
best of breed insurtechs and 

6 thought provoking 
keynotes

.

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Eugene Borukhovich
Germany - Global Head Digital 
Health Incubation and Innovation 
Bayer

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Tey El-Rjula, Co-Founder & CEO
Tykn
The Netherlands

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Kalai Natarajan, Head of Strategic 
Engagements and Ecosystems 
Prudential Singapore

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Daisuke Iwase, Group Chief Digital 
Officer and Member Executive 
Committee at AIA Group  
Hong Kong

16.30 pm 

Join and find out who are the 
DIAmond award winners with the 
highest strategic impact of 2019! 

KRYON
Israel - Innovative, intelligent 
Robotic Process Automation 
solutions to enable true digital 
transformation

RGI & DOMETHICS
Italy - RGI , together with 
Domethics, demonstrate their 
modular solution leveraging on 
IoT opportunities

CYTORA
UK – AI-powered solution for 
commercial insurance 
underwriting

TIETO


